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The sovereign charters of the Carolingian period have been subject to intensive study in the various fields of diplomatics. They are all available in modern editions, with one important exception, the diplomas of Emperor Louis the Pious (814-840). ' Nevertheless, the very fact of their availability in the volumes of the Monttmenta Gerntaniae Historica, the Chartes et Diplomes relatifs ä i'histoire de France and the Fonti per la storia d'Italia might suggest to historians that all of the basic problems have been solved and that there is not much new to be found in these revered monuments. ' Thus, it might seem unnecessary to address the topic at all. However, since I decided to concentrate on precisely this topic in my Habilitation thesis which I am currently working on, I would like to present here some observations underlying nA list of editions of Carolingian sovereign charters can be found in R.
-H. BAUTIER, "La chancellerie et les actes royaux dans les royaumes carolingiens", BEC 142 (1984), pp. 5-80, esp. pp. 76-80; cf. C. BRÜHL, "Gli atti sovrani", in: Font! medioevali a problematica storiografica: Atli del congresso internazionale tenuto in occasione del 90' anniversario della fondazione dell'Istitutostorico Italiano , Roma (Münster, 2000) , pp. 307-340 (in the press).
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MARK MERSIO\VSKY my decision to take on this project. The title Towards a reappraisal of Carolingian sovereign charters is in no way intended to be a caplatio benevolentiae, rather it should be taken literally. In the framework of this volume, I wish to present some fundamental ideas underlying my present work, although I am not yet able to present the complete results.
In 1633, an anonymous treatise appeared in Trier under the title Archiepiscopatus et Electoratus Trevirensis, Per refractarios Monachos A1axiºninianos, Aliosque, turbati. 3 It opened a protracted belhun diplonraticuºn between the abbey of Saint Maximin and the archbishopric of Trier, and at the same time an epoch in diplomatics, the period of the bella diplonratica. In these bella diplonratica, interested parties battled over the authenticity of the charters concerning privileges they disputed. During the course of these battles, which were fought not only in the courts put also in public memoranda, an extensive body of writing came into being. ' Of great importance in the history of diplomatics was an authentication that was part of just such a dispute; in 1672 a charter of Emperor Louis 1, Louis 1i or King Louis for the abbey of Lindau in 866 was discussed by Hermann Conring, professor at Helmstedt and polylºistor. Conring had already provided several authentications on essential charters. In his endorsement, which was commissioned by the Lindau side, he systematically developed essential methodical principles to determine the authenticity of a charter by comparing it with other, incontestably genuine documents from the same issuer. ' Diplomatics became a scholarly discipline in the dispute between, on the one side, Jean Bolland and the Jesuit Bollandists, whose ideas were expressed in the Acta Sanctorun:, and on the other side, the congregation of French Benedictines, the Maurists, in their Acta Sanctorum ordinis sancti Benedicti. In opposition to the positions formulated by the Jesuit Daniel Papebroich, who maintained that the oldest charters of the abbey of St. Denis in particular were false, " the Benedictine Jean Mabillon developed in his book De re diplomatica libri sex a general, a comprehensive system of diplomatics, which was based on an enormous amount of material. Mabillon created the methodical framework for the Papebroich-Mabillon discrimen veri acfalsi in vetustis membranis. 7 The eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries concentrated on fine-tuning the methods, examining new fields and applying a systematic approach to them, as we see in the work of such diplomatics experts as Maffei, Bessel, Heumann, Tassin, Toustain, Gatterer and Schönemann 8
If I have begun with an excursion into the history of our field, which seems shamefully neglected to me, especially for the eighteenth century, it is because this development of the discipline has shaped research interests and research areas, and influences them even today. The core of diplomatics was and is the discrimen veri acfalsi in vetustis membranis. It was precisely the Carolingian sovereign charters which we are concerned with here that Theodor Sickel used in 1867 to develop the diplomatic method to its highest form. Comparison of scribes and dictamen was the main methodical instrument. The central problem for Sickel was always whether or not the charter was in keeping with the chancery in question; German diplomatic uses the expression "kanzleigemäß". ' It would seem that Sickel in his edition of Ottonian charters in particular often overshot his target. He set such strict criteria that truly authentic charters, especially those produced by recipients, appeared to him unauthentic or forged. Although of prime importance, this edition today is the weakest part of the series of diplomatic volumes of the Monurntenta Germaniae Historica, and urgently needs to be re-done. 10 The research of Paul Fridolin Kehr, and also that of Hans-Walter Klewitz and Josef Fleckenstein has shown that Sickel unquestioningly projected nineteenth century ways of thinking back on to the Middle Ages. Sickel's ideas about the Carolingian chancery reflected his own experience with the developed ministerial bureaucracy of the Donacanonarchie. " In modern diplomatics we are more aware of the problems of the concept of the chancery. 12
However, since Theodor Sickel, dealing with the chancery is the central issue of any evaluation of sovereign charters. Thus, it is no surprise that the reconstruction of the chancery, its organisation and its modus operandi were the centre of editors' interest. " Methodically well-founded, but more or less unconsciously, or without proper reflection, diplomatics concentrated in this way on the level of the monarch; attention was focused on the monarch's "headquarters". The masterful survey of Robert-Henri Bautier in 1984 presented the development of the chanceries and the various formal categories in a comparative manner. These he presented recently again in the proceedings of the meeting of Olomouc on the typology of royal charters. 'a In so doing, Bautier also followed research tradition. Therefore, it did not come as a surprise when Hagen Keller l" C. BROIU., "Derzeitige Lage und künftige Aufgaben der Diplomatik", in: ID., Aus Mittelalter 13 This is apparent in the titles of the most important secondary literature; cf. BAUTIER, "La chancelleric", pp. 76-80. 14 BAUTIER, "La chancelleric"; ID., "Les actes royaux de I'epoque carol ingienne", in: Typologie der Königsurkunden, pp. 23-41. concluded in 1998 that "the charter activity of the king and his chancery was normally portrayed as a business, in which the recording room, the `chancery' played the main part". " The perspective of classical diplomatics in dealing with early medieval royal charters was and still is that of the monarch.
Another factor defines the present state of research in Carolingian diplomatics and other periods as well. For diplomatic experts from Harry Bresslau to Carlrichard Brühl, from Georges Tessier to Robert-Henri Bautier, editorial practice was the epitome and also the essence of diplomatics. 16 This wellfounded and certainly justified position has had a small, but not insignificant side-effect, however. As soon as the texts were established, the question of authenticity solved and the edition published, diplomatics seemed to stop: charta edila, causafinita. Other articles on Carolingian diplomatics appeared, of course, but they always treated the same topics: they presented the rare, newly uncovered charters, or they carefully reconsidered charters of doubtful authenticity, often initiated by research on regesta and regional or institutional charter books. Another way in which many documents were examined anew was through research on forgery centres. My own interest in Carolingian diplomatics stems from an edition of the diplomas of Louis the Pious which I have been working on for 12 years under the direction of Peter Johanek in Münster.
Another characteristic of much research, both old and recent, is that the interest of diplomatics specialists is not in authentic charters but in forgeries. The originals are dealt with, of course; that is necessary to ascertain criteria for authenticity. But the true glory of the researcher is in discovering falsifications and their backgrounds. Here he can use historical, legal-historical, palaeographical and philological arguments, and in so doing prove his diplomatic acumen. Once more, the emphasis is on the discrimen veri acfalsi.
Heinrich von Fichtenau, Herwig Wolfram and his students wanted to blaze new paths. Their research on arengae, inlilulationes, narration es and dating revealed important insights, both diplomatic as well as general historical. In the field of Carolingian diplomatic it was recently most of all Wolfram's student, Brigitte Merta, who carried out significant work. These Viennese scholars saw themselves as different from traditional diplomatics researchers. " Fichtenau called the traditional points of departure of diplomatics "strict observance". " What they did was found something like a new Viennese school. Since they were interested in knowledge that went far beyond classical diplomatics, we are tempted to speak of metadiplomatics which is interested in the history of ideas, in politics, in constitutional history and concepts of sovereignty found in various charter formulae. The main thrust is to grasp the concepts and self-image of the early medieval monarch. Although this metadiplomatics has provided important results for classical diplomatics as well as general history, it remains on traditional grounds in its orientation towards the monarchical top, in spite of innovative ideas about the royal charters.
Diplomatics specialists are not alone in this approach. One example should suffice to prove my point. As a correction to older research, which had evaluated Charlemagne mostly on the basis of normative sources, Franz J. Felten went back to the charters and wrote chapters entitled The monastic politics of Charlemagne as illustrated by his privileges and The monastic politics of Louis the Pious as illustrated by his privileges. After presenting the two fundamental complexes of problems which he wanted to bring to our attention, he wrote, partially quoting Friedrich Prinz, as follows: "Both approaches assume that the will of the emperor played a decisive role in these questions and `that the donations and privileges of Charlemagne for churches and monasteries were not granted according to accident or humour, but originated in certain political plans of the sovereign'. i19 Charters, their distribution in time and space as sources and metasources, served general historical research to elucidate mo- There is more. If you assume that granting privileges is a powerful expression of sovereign will or an essential act of symbolic communication, it comes as a surprise to find how little Carolingian historians took it into account, with the exception of an archivist-historian like Flodoard 24 Instead, you come upon totally different things. I refer only to the collection of correspondence of Frothar, who, as Philippe Depreux recently demonstrated, was bishop of Toul from 814 on, and died in 849-85025 In a letter he requested Abbot Hilduin of Saint Denis to help him obtain the return of dispossessed property for the church of Toul. Frothar told his potential intercessor that he would send him copies of testaments relative to the affair. Around 828, Abbot Wichard of Inden (Kornelimünster) sent Frothar copies of three imperial charters: a gift of property, a dispensation of tolls and a charter of immunity. I tend to see the sending of these copies in the framework of the attempts of Frothar to regain possession of the charters of the church of Toul, which were burnt in 828; this action, according to a testimony of the twelfth century still, represented a great service. 26 Beneficiaries are visible in charter production, namely through beneficiary copies ("Empfängerausfertigungen"). During the heyday of Carolingian charter production under Louis the Pious and Charles the Bald, we find beneficiary copies produced primarily by Saint Denis-they are easily recognizable from their different line-usages; 27 in later days the use of beneficiary copies gained more and more ground 28 Lotharingian beneficiaries went so far as not to produce charters of the East Frankish type, rather leaning towards West Frankish models to produce documents whose layout reflected their regional traditions, not that of the chancery. 29
These briefly sketched examples show that beneficiaries were intensely involved with the production of charters, and that their ideas even extended to the layout of the charter. If the charter is really-as Hagen Keller proposes-a central monument of sovereign representation, it amazes us at least to see the extent of influence of the beneficiaries. I mention only in passing the research of Hans-Henning Korttim, who attested massive influence of beneficiaries on papal products. Certainly the self-preservation force of the Frankish sovereign charter was stronger in the early Middle Ages than that of the papal charter; still, the sovereign charter needs to be reevaluated making use of methods similar to those of Kortüm. 30 It was not just the will of the sovereign that was behind a diploma; an agile beneficiary with good contacts at court could be behind the production of a diploma. At least towards the end of the ninth century, it was even possible for him to bring his own ideas about layout and language into the sovereign charter. Not so much bureaucratic action as personal connections allowed access to the sovereign and to the productions of charters, as research by Philippe Depreux and myself have demonstrated. Interventions and intercessors must be taken much more seriously than they have been. 31
Thus, we find ourselves confronted with fundamental questions, for example, should we really speak of beneficiaries. The notion implies, after all, a very precise level of representation. In addition to the sovereign act of a monarch who produces a charter, the interested beneficiary appears, who, for motives that we need to question, desires a charter and in so doing, accepts the sovereignty. Charter reception as acceptance: more research from this perspective might be of importance. It would be exaggerated to posit the thesis, in opposition to the traditional point of view, that there were no sovereign intentions underlying the granting of privileges. perspective: Carolingian grants of privilege should consistently be seen from , the viewpoint of the beneficiary. This change of perspective does not mean we should not take into account the political intentions that have been established by scholarship. To the contrary, against such a backdrop the acts of the emperor appear perhaps even more meaningful. I have been working on this type of research for two years in the framework of my Habilitation thesis. Central in my research are the following:
1. The question of the role of the sovereign's entourage for charter production.
2. The question of the interest of beneficiaries in diplomas. For that, we need a more far-reaching content typology of sovereign charters. First of all, the question arises as to alternative forms of legal written assurance. The most important question is whether we will find motives to suggest preference or rejection of certain legal forms of assurance, first of all of sovereign privilege granting. For this we need a comparative study of sovereign as well as private charters, and research into the strategies for achieving legal assurance and also into contemporary forgeries.
3. Systematic research on the question of the chances of survival and the chances of loss of Carolingian charters. Certain charter types had better chances of surviving than others. My research has already produced clear results for "mandates". The lack of graphic symbols providing legal proof, as well as the content of these documents, led to great losses. These questions must also be asked for other types of charters 32 Aside from the remarks of Peter Johanek on the formulae imperiales of the chancery of Louis the Pious, these problems have been so far mostly left untouched 31 4. Systematic research into confirmations, their various forms and goals. Research into these problems is offered for example by the volume of pancartes monastiques, 34 which appeared a short time ago, and whose results must be applied to the problem posited here.
5. Research into the formal changes of Carolingian sovereign charters. Late Carolingian charter production is totally rooted in the traditions of the early Carolingians. Under Charlemagne, the charter of the mayor of the
